
The Man who accurately predicted 9/11, the 2020 pandemic plus its economic
crash, and the tragic death on Sylvester Stallone’s reality boxing TV show.

“The World’s Most Documented Psychic!”

Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr
Predictions for 2024

* * *

Former U.S. President DONALD TRUMP has all charges against him dropped when he once
more becomes President and pardons himself of all charges and convictions.

* * *

BEYONCÉ will surprise fans by announcing a joint album with LADY GAGA, blending their
iconic styles into groundbreaking musical fusion.

* * *

TAYLOR SWIFT gets engaged – then dis-engaged – to football guy TRAVIS KELCE, of the
Kansas City Chiefs.

* * *

HAILEY BIEBER announces pregnancy. JUSTIN will be singing “Baby, Baby, Baby, Oh” once
again – but also will be singing the “blues” – but this time for real! Because raising kids is
enough to give anyone the blues.

* * *

Canadian Prime Minister JUSTIN TRUDEAU, being quite the athlete that he is – suddenly
comes tumbling out of the closet!

* * *

AL PACINO to be deeply embroiled in a cause célèbre paternity suit involving a very young
woman – (which in itself would be amazing, given his age!) – will cost him a pretty penny. All this
expense and trouble for the sake of a few seconds of horizontal recreation.

* * *



ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER is heading for the last round-up (with women, that is). I “see”
him entering the hospital, but I don’t see him leaving – except feet first!

* * *

LEONARDO DICAPRIO, an environmental tree-hugger, is discovered to be part-owner of a
worldwide logging company.

* * *

U.S. President JOE BIDEN’s health – or worse! – fails him just when he needs it the most.

* * *

ALEC BALDWIN, as I predicted shortly after his “accidental” fatal shooting of cinematographer
Halyna Hutchins on the set of the ill-fated western, Rust, will have no more future in the movie
industry. The ill-fated actor should seek out a new source of livelihood. Once again The Four F’s
strike again: “Fu-ked By The Fickle Finger of Fate!” Very tragic, indeed.

* * *

PRINCE HARRY continues to be dragged around the world by his wife’s extremely tight grip on
the crown jewels: “Yes, dear; no, dear; three bags full, dear – OUCH!!”

* * *

JOHNNY DEPP’s scandalous trial with ex-wife AMBER HEARD has taken too much of a toll on
his health, which continues to keep him in the Depp-ths of depression.

* * *

Ever since WILL SMITH’s “slap heard around the world” – he couldn’t get back on track even if
he dressed to parody the late Zsa Zsa Gabor (star of the original Moulin Rouge film) who
slapped a traffic cop on Hollywood Boulevard – which truly did reverberate around the world.
Smith’s career sinks so low that he’ll be able to walk under a snake wearing a top hat. (Will,
wearing the top hat, not the snake.)

* * *

ROBERT DE NIRO stars in a movie that flops so badly that “Raging Bull” comes to life once
again!

* * *



BRAD PITT should see a proctologist. He seems to be getting a little behind in his work,
career-wise, that is.

* * *

WOODY ALLEN, iconic comic, movie producer and actor dies under suspicious circumstances.
His wife is interrogated by police!

* * *

KANYE WEST renounces his current religious faith to become a Jehovah’s Witness, going from
house-to-house preaching its gospel to the “fed-up masses” to the point that he’ll drive KIM
KARASHIAN from his life, forever!

* * *

Middle-aged MADONNA suffers a serious heart attack during her come-back concert –
requiring quick action to save her life!

* * *

U.S. Vice-President KAMALA HARRIS steps up to take charge when President Joe Biden is
suddenly stricken by a shock which renders him helpless!

* * *

Former N.Y. Mayor RUDY GIULIANI is convicted of racketeering. General public consensus
being that the Trump henchman is so crooked that “He’d steal Jesus off the cross, and then
come back later for the nails.”

* * *

Supermom ANGELINA JOLIE unfortunately will soon be attending the funeral of her
famous-but-estranged father JON VOIGHT.

* * *

KING CHARLES III and his consort, QUEEN CAMILLA, have a very public row over her
heretofore closet drinking – now made known – to the point where cameras will be clicking and
flashing as she wobbles and staggers across a marble dance floor at a high-profile function,
with her tiara drooping non-rakishly over one eye!

* * *



Pop princess BRITNEY SPEARS will end up broke and on welfare in short order. Her situation
can be likened to WHITNEY HOUSTON’S and will follow her prescription descent into the sweet
hereafter.

* * *

TOM CRUISE’s career takes off like a rocket – literally – when he signs on for a space shuttle
ride insisting that “God was – and is – a Star-traveler” Whom he wants to meet face-to-face.
(Old Tom is a scientologist, ‘ya know)

* * *

OPRAH WINFREY to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize and an award from the Kennedy
Centre for the Performing Arts, for all her good works.


